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Abstract 
Spectrum sensing is an important function with regard to cognitive radio networks in order to detect available 

channels through primary user spectra also in order to avoid primary users through receiving extreme interference 

through the secondary users. Cooperative spectrum sensing has been thought to be a strong strategy to enhance 

reliability as well as the detection performance. Sensing usually takes a while (and as well energy) which, they are able 

to otherwise utilize because of their data transmission. Generally in most on the existing literature on cooperative 

spectrum sensing, it has an inherent assumption that every secondary users cooperate together with one another to 

obtain greater good on the system. Even so, when the secondary users tend to be selfish and also rational, they just 

don't collaborate with one another for cooperative sensing with virtually no incentive. These kinds of selfish behavior 

have the image for various situations.  

To get over this, in this particular paper, the effect of multiple malicious users about the energy efficiency of 

the cognitive radio network is given. The low-overhead security protocol can be proposed to deal with   spectrum 

sensing data falsification (SSDF) attacks within a trade-off in between energy efficiency as well as security. The 

analytical study is provided to set the suitable number associated with security bits needed to maximize energy 

efficiency. The outcomes show some considerable enhancement on the attainable energy efficiency, along with the 

optimal number of bits explicitly will depend on the chosen fusion rule, the amount of malicious users and also the 

number of legitimate users. 

. 
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1. Introduction 

Current wireless networks are usually seen as an a static spectrum assignment policy throughout which 

government agencies assign wireless spectrum to be able to license holders using a long-term basis for big 

geographical regions. Recently, due to the improvement in spectrum demand, this particular policy 

continues to be confronted with spectrum scarcity from specific spectrum bands. To the contrary, a big part 

of the assigned spectrum continues to be used periodically, ultimately causing underutilization of the 
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significant number of the spectrum. The actual limited available spectrum and also inefficient spectrum 

utilization allow it to be essential to establish a novel communication paradigm to take advantage of the 

previous wireless spectrum opportunistically. To be able to address these critical problems, the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) not long ago approved the usage of unlicensed devices within 

licensed bands. Consequently, dynamic spectrum gain access to techniques is proposed to resolve these 

current spectrum inefficiency problems.  The important thing enabling technology intended for dynamic 

spectrum access techniques is actually cognitive radio (CR) networking, that allows intelligent spectrum-

aware devices for you to opportunistically make use of the licensed spectrum bands with regard to 

transmission  The idea of cognitive radio can easily formally be thought as follows: The cognitive radio is 

usually a radio which could change their transmitter parameters depending on interaction With all the 

environment during which it operates. 

 Listed here are the primary highlights of spectrum management functions:  

 

Spectrum sensing: The CR user needs to monitor the accessible spectrum bands, capture their information, 

after which it detect spectrum holes. Spectrum sensing is usually a simple functionality in CR networks, 

and as such closely relevant to other spectrum management characteristics together with layering protocols 

to produce details on spectrum availability.  

 

Spectrum decision: When the available spectra are usually identified, it is necessary that CR users simply 

select the best available band in accordance with their particular QoS requirements.  

 

Spectrum sharing: Spectrum sharing consists of channel and power allocations avoiding interference 

brought on towards the primary network as well as a CR medium access control (MAC) protocol as well as 

spectrum sensing. 

 

 Spectrum mobility: When the specific component of the spectrum being used becomes necessary by way 

of PU, the particular communication needs to be switched to a different vacant part of the spectrum.  

Sensing external radio environment rapidly and correctly plays an essential role within cognitive radio. 

Energy detection, matched filter detection, and cyclostationary feature detection are three widely used 

spectrum sensing methods. Energy detection is simple to put into practice; however its performance 

degrades significantly under low signal-to- noise ratio (SNR) as well as with noise uncertainty. Match filter 

detection could detect signals together with low SNR, however it needs the licensed user’s knowledge and 

best synchronization, which can be challenging to realize in fact.  

 

Cyclostationary feature detection is a technique with regard to detecting primary user transmissions by 

means of exploiting the cyclostationarity popular features of the received signals. Cyclostationary features 
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are generated by the periodicity within the signal or perhaps in its statistics such as mean and 

autocorrelation or they may be intentionally caused to help spectrum sensing. 

 

2. Related works 
 

Spectrum sensing would be the capability to measure, sense and become aware from the 

parameters in connection with the radio channel characteristics, accessibility to spectrum as well as 

transmit power, interference and noise, radio’s operating environment, user specifications and applications, 

available networks (infrastructures) as well as nodes, local policies and other operating restrictions. It is 

done across Frequency, Time, Geographical Space, Code and Phase. Spectrum sensing would be the very 

task where the complete operation of cognitive radio rests. To permit reliable operation associated with 

cognitive radios, we should have the capacity to detect exactly the spectrum holes for the link level (which 

is certain frequency bands usually are not used by transmission at times), which provides spectrum sensing 

a critical role. Throughout practice, the unlicensed users, generally known as secondary users (SUs), have 

to continuously monitor those activities with the licensed users, generally known as Primary Users (PUs), 

to obtain the spectrum holes (SHs), which can be thought as the spectrum bands which you can use from 

the SUs without officious with the PUs. This process is referred to as spectrum sensing. You will find two 

varieties of SHs, namely temporal and spatial SHs, respectively. A temporal SH seems when there is not 

any PU transmission within a certain period of time as well as the SUs are able to use the spectrum with 

regard to transmission. A spatial SH seems when the PU transmission is at a place as well as the SUs are 

able to use the spectrum outside in which area. To look for the presence or absence with the PU 

transmission, different spectrum sensing techniques have got been used, including matched filtering 

detection, energy detection, and also feature detection. However, the particular performance of spectrum 

sensing is restricted by noise uncertainty, multipath fading, and shadowing, which can be the primary 

characteristics of wireless channels. 

 A principle of spectrum sensing Fig. 1 shows the particular principle of spectrum sensing. Within 

the fig. the PU transmitter is actually sending data towards the PU receiver within a licensed spectrum band 

while a set of SUs offers to access the particular spectrum. To defend the PU transmission, the SU 

transmitter would need to perform spectrum sensing in order to detect whether there exists a PU receiver 

within the coverage from the SU transmitter. 

.  
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Fig. 1: Principle of Spectrum Sensing 

 

Spectrum Sensing Detection Methods Features that cognitive radios can incorporate to enable a more 

efficient and flexible usage of the spectrum. 

 

1. Frequency Agility : The particular cognitive radio has the ability to change their operating frequency for 

its adaptation towards the environment. 

2. Dynamic Frequency Selection: This cognitive radio senses signals through nearby transmitters to select 

an optimal environment in order to work in. 

3. Adaptive Modulation: The transmission characteristics as well as waveforms are usually reconfigured to 

take advantage of all opportunities for that using of spectrum within an efficient way. 

4. Transmit Power Control: The transmission power will be adapted to be able to full power limits 

whenever necessary on the other hand and also to lower levels however to permit greater sharing of 

spectrum. 

 

 

Fig 2 Elements of cooperative spectrum sensing 

 

Conventional cooperative sensing is often thought to be a three-step process: 

• local sensing,  

• reporting,  

• Data fusion.  

Together with these steps, you can find other fundamental components in which are necessary in order to 

cooperative sensing. We call these kinds of fundamental and furthermore yet essential components as being 

the elements of cooperative sensing. In this particular section, we evaluate and present the entire process of 

cooperative sensing through seven important elements: 

(i) cooperation models,  

(ii)  sensing techniques,  

(iii) control channel and reporting,  
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(iv) data fusion,  

(v) hypothesis testing, 

(vi) user selection,  

(vii) knowledge base 

• Cooperation models think about the modeling of how CR users cooperate to accomplish sensing. We 

consider the most used parallel fusion network models and also just lately developed game theoretical 

models.  

• Sensing techniques are utilized to sense the actual RF environment, having observation samples, and also 

employing signal processing approaches for detecting the particular PU signal or even possible spectrum. A 

choice of the particular sensing technique has got the affect on how CR users cooperate with one another. 

• Hypothesis testing is usually a statistical test to look for the presence or absence of the PU. This test can 

be carried out individually by each cooperating user with regard to local decisions or performed through the 

fusion center with regard to cooperative decision. 

. Control channel and also reporting concerns about how precisely the sensing results acquired through 

cooperating CR users might be efficiently as well as reliably reported towards the fusion center or 

distributed to other CR users through the bandwidth-limited as well as fading-susceptible control channel. 

• Data fusion is the procedure of merging the reported as well as shared sensing recent results for producing 

the cooperative decision. According to their data type, the sensing results are usually combined simply by 

signal merging techniques or decision fusion rules. 

• User choice refers to how you can optimally choose the cooperating CR users as well as determine the 

appropriate cooperation footprint/range to maximize the cooperative gain as well as minimize the 

cooperation overhead.  

• Knowledge base stores the data and facilitates the particular cooperative sensing process to enhance the 

detection performance. The data within the knowledge base will be sometimes a priori knowledge or even 

the knowledge accumulated throughout the experience. The knowledge may consist of PU and CR user 

locations, PU activity models, as well as received signal strength (RSS) profiles. 

 

 

3. Proposed work: 

Consider a cognitive radio network (CRN) including things like N Cognitive User (CUs) that 

attempt to access a target spectrum band exactly where they may be unlicensed. The probability which the 

spectrum just isn't getting used by way of a licensed user is denoted by P0. To prevent collision along with 

licensed users, each CU senses the objective spectrum for any specific some time and issues a nearby 

binary decision uif1; 0g concerning the spectrum status. If ui = 1, then a CU decides which the spectrum is 

utilized. Normally, the spectrum will be known as unused through the ith CU.As CSS implies, almost all 

local decisions need to be reported towards the Fusion Center (FC). For the FC, a selected FR can be used 
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to process these types of reported decisions to make a final decision. The overall FR is K-out-of-N rule, 

where K is really a predefined threshold about the number of CUs who detect a user about the spectrum, 

i.e., the users that offer a local decision of just one (1 _ K _ N). Taking that approach behind this rule is 

usually to compare the number of users in which report 1 to K. Whether it's a lot less than K, then a 

spectrum are unused. Usually, the spectrum is utilized. Even so, such environment, you'll be able to involve 

some other CUs that make an effort to degrade the entire performance from the considered CRN. We call 

these users while malicious CUs. The technique of the malicious user will be based upon reporting 1 

regardless of the spectrum status. Therefore, this particular strategy contributes within improving the 

chance of issuing a last decision of just one, making sure that no legitimate users use the spectrum, Even 

though the malicious user is able to use it because of its own transmission. We think about the variety of 

malicious users is M in order that the final amount of CUs, legitimate as well as malicious, becomes N +M. 

The particular local performance of every CU is measured through the detection probability (Pd) and also 

the false-alarm probability (Pf ).The actual detection probability would be the chance of identifying a used 

channel while used, even though the false-alarm probability may be the probability of identifying a good 

unused channel as used. For simplicity, we assume the same local performance one of the CUs.The entire 

performance of CSS is actually examined by similar metrics but with regards to the ultimate decision 

produced by the FC. The entire detection probability and also the overall false alarm probability are usually 

expressed with regards to M and N the following: 

 

PD(M,N)=  Pd
i
(1-Pd)

N-I
,M<K           (1) 

                                             

PF(M,N)=  Pd
i
(1-Pd)

N-I
,M<K            (2) 

 

With respect (1) and (2), while M _ K, a final decision is going to be 1 considering that the FC 

will usually be given a number of 1′s bigger than or comparable to K reported through the malicious users. 

However, when M < K, the lower bound from the summing up in (1) and (2) will probably be decreased by 

M. Therefore, the average energy efficiency is expressed as follows. 

 

µ=  

 

3.1 Secure Cooperative Spectrum Sensing  

When we have discussed the consequences from the malicious users about the performance of 

CSS, which usually subsequently have an effect on the achievable energy efficiency, it is very important 

develop a secure CSS to prevent these effects. This presents a minimal-overhead symmetric cryptographic 

mechanism effective at putting together a Message Authentication Code (MAC) to authenticate spectrum 

sensing data reports within trade-off in between energy as well as security. MAC computation in the 
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symmetric key encryption scheme necessitates the pre-establishment associated with keys between the 

intended participants by way of an authentication phase (performed only one time). A Master Secret Key 

(MSK) is extracted from which in turn a Temporal Key (TK) comes from. This particular initialization 

phase can be carried out through any well-known authentication protocol (EAP, third party certification, 

pre-shared secret keys, etc.) making sure only authenticated CUs obtain the MSK. The TK has been derived 

from having a hash function through the MSK and information given by the FC. One essential distinction 

between our approaches along with other authentication protocols is the fact that all authenticated users 

(CUs) and also the FC share exactly the same MSK and TK, hence there's no need to include the identities 

from the CUs within the reports with regard to authentication purposes. Remember that the FC only would 

need to separate authenticated users as well as malicious users, however, there is you should not make a 

distinction authenticated users. The TK is key utilized to compute each and every spectrum sensing report’s 

MAC. Much more particularly, the MAC is computed having a Hash function while using the spectrum 

sensing reported information, the TK along with a sequence number offered by the FC in order to avoid 

reply attacks. 

 

Fig 3. Security protocol proposed and message exchange 

 

3.2 Detection Accuracy and Energy Efficiency  

Let's represent the probability which the randomly generated MAC by way of a malicious CU is 

going to be correct, and as such its report will probably be validated, by Px which can be given as follow. 

 

Px=  

Therefore, the number of the actual malicious CUs which will have an effect on the performance 

are going to be a lot less than the entire number of malicious users, also it decreases as being the MAC 

length increases (B -1 bits). The particular detection probability (Psec D ) and also the false alarm 

probability (Psec F ) according to our proposal are reformulated, respectively, the following 

 

P
sec

 D=  Px
j(1-PxI

(M-j)PD(j,n)                  3 

P
sec

 f=  Px
j(1-PxI

(M-j)PD(j,n)                   4 
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The radio cognitive network consisting N = 10 legitimate CUs is regarded 

 

 

4. Conclusion and future work 

In this particular paper we study the effects of SSDF attacks around the energy efficiency of a 

cognitive radio network. An analytical study with the detection accuracy and energy efficiency is given that 

justifies the inclusion more security bits in order to authenticate CUs’ reports. Within this framework, we 

propose a minimal-overhead security protocol with tunable number of bits, which can be capable of control 

the trade-off between energy as well as security. The optimum number of security bits in which maximizes 

energy efficiency has been computed, and also simulation results show which it clearly is dependent upon 

the fusion rule (K) utilized in the FC, the number of malicious users (M), and also on the number of CUs 

(N). The particular simulation results show which the proposed secure CSS highly enhances the energy 

efficiency when compared to conventional insecure CSS. As being a future work, the particular 

characteristics with the reporting channels as well as their effects about the authentication process really 

should be investigated. A few of legitimate user become selfish user with regards to specific needs. Many 

of us proposing COOPON, Markov chain detection opportunity for detecting selfish attack within cognitive 

radio network. 
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